We introduce and experimentally validate a pulse picking technique based on a travelling-wave-type acousto-optic modulator (AOM) having the AOM carrier frequency synchronized to the repetition rate of the original pulse train. As a consequence, the phase noise characteristic of the original pulse train is largely preserved, rendering this technique suitable for applications requiring carrier-envelope phase stabilization. In a proof-ofprinciple experiment, the 1030-nm spectral part of an 74-MHz, carrierenvelope phase stable Ti:sapphire oscillator is amplified and reduced in pulse repetition frequency by a factor of two, maintaining an unprecedentedly low carrier-envelope phase noise spectral density of below 68 mrad. Furthermore, a comparative analysis reveals that the pulsepicking-induced additional amplitude noise is minimized, when the AOM is operated under synchronicity. The proposed scheme is particularly suitable when the down-picked repetition rate is still in the multi-MHz-range, where Pockels cells cannot be applied due to piezoelectric ringing. 
Introduction
Mode-locked laser oscillators used as seeding sources for high-power amplifier systems often emit at tens of MHz pulse repetition frequencies, eventually leading to moderate pulse energies after amplification. Nowadays femtosecond amplifier systems operating at 1-µm wavelength reach kW-level average powers with close-to diffraction limited beam quality. However, since the repetition rate is on the order of tens of MHz, the peak power will still be limited to some megawatts [1, 2] . Increasing the pulse energy and the peak power without the compelling necessity of a simultaneously scaled average power by successive down-picking of the pulse repetition frequency between the amplifier stages is an established method [3] [4] [5] . Such high-peak and high-average power laser systems are ideal tools for many applications in science, medicine and industry, including high-harmonic generation [6] [7] [8] , coherent gammaray generation [9] or laser wakefield acceleration [10] . Along with the requirements of high average and peak power, typically all these applications demand high pulse amplitude stability and, sometimes, carrier-envelope (CE) phase control as well.
Reducing high pulse repetition rates requires switching methods that periodically pick single pulses out of an input pulse train. This can be done optically by selectively amplifying single pulses in nonlinear crystals [11] , an approach which even preserves CE phase stability [12] . However, since this represents an optically complex procedure, it is only reasonable if optical parametric amplification is intended from the start. Well-established and more convenient electronical switching techniques employ Pockels cells and acousto-optic modulators. Depending on crystal material, electrode arrangement and geometrical dimensions, Pockels cells are typically driven with kV-level voltages. The analysis of specifications provided by different manufacturers using different electro-optic materials reveal nominal half-wave voltages reaching from approximately 0.5-3 kV per millimeter of clear aperture. Realized as high-speed switches for multi-MHz pulse repetition frequencies, expensive power electronics with slew rates of hundreds of volt per nanosecond are necessary. Additionally, the output repetition frequency is limited to some hundreds of kHz due to piezoelectric ringing in the commonly used crystals (LiNbO 3 , BBO, RTP etc.) [13] . Low-power integrated electro-optic modulators can switch very rapidly but, in comparison to Pockels cells, they suffer from higher insertion losses and a less pronounced contrast. Acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) [14] made of e.g. tellurium dioxide with low operating voltage are commercially available with nominal carrier frequencies of some hundreds of MHz, rendering them as either a suitable alternative for fast pulse picking applications or, if the down-picked repetition frequency remains well above MHz-level, as the means of choice.
Although the AOM pulse picking approach has numerous benefits, it exhibits two major drawbacks. First, for reaching high contrast between picked and blocked pulses, usually the 1st Bragg diffraction order is used as output for the down-picked pulse train. Therefore, a travelling-wave-type AOM imposes a Doppler-frequency shift equal to the AOM carrier frequency on the optical comb of the picked pulses and, thus, creating (or contributing to) a new carrier-envelope-offset frequency. This very effect can be exploited to provide CE phase stabilization to a free-running mode-locked laser [15] , but in this case the AOM is not used as pulse picker. Pulse picking can in principle be combined with stabilization, but was only demonstrated for bursts of pulses with picking frequencies below the kHz range [16] . Second, as we will show in detail later on, if the AOM carrier signal has no defined phase relation with the gating signal, the down-picked output pulses will be prone to peak power fluctuations due to diffraction efficiency variations. It should be noted that standing-wave-type or frequencyshift-compensating AOMs do not suffer from these drawbacks but are still subject to research and are not yet suitable for gating times below 25 ns [17] . Using travelling-wave-type AOMs in zero-diffraction-order configuration would also circumvent both issues but, inherent to this scheme, provides insufficient suppression of the blocked pulses.
In this paper we introduce a technique enabling a travelling-wave-type AOM (used in 1st diffraction order) to be utilized for the reduction of the pulse repetition frequency of a CE phase stable femtosecond pulse train with a CE phase noise characteristic close to that of the starting oscillator. By mixing two electronic RF signals (square-wave gating and sinusoidal AOM carrier), both derived from the pulse repetition frequency of the laser oscillator, the AOM-imposed frequency shift does not alter the value of the CE offset frequency and, thus, CE phase stability is maintained. A constant phase relation between gating and AOM carrier also ensures low additional pulse-to-pulse amplitude fluctuations of the picked pulses, since deviations of AOM diffraction efficiency are avoided as compared to using an arbitrary AOM carrier frequency. To the best of our knowledge, this issue was never explicitly addressed before.
To experimentally validate phase and amplitude stability, the proposed pulse picking scheme is implemented in an Yb-doped fiber amplifier configuration. To this end, the longwavelength spectral part (>1020 nm) of a CE phase stabilized 73.8-MHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser is amplified and reduced in its repetition frequency by a factor of two. Comparative experiments reveal additional amplitude noise when the AOM carrier signal is not synchronized to the pulse repetition frequency (standard approach) showing that not only CE phase stable systems benefit from our findings, but rather any pulsed laser system relying on acousto-optic reduction of the pulse repetition frequency.
Theory
In case of a continuously driven AOM (i.e., no pulse picking), the spectral lines of the input optical frequency comb are defined as [18] REP CEO ,
with an integer m , the input pulse repetition frequency REP f and the CE offset frequency CEO f . When a travelling-wave-type AOM is utilized, usually the plus/minus 1st Bragg diffraction order is used to benefit from the high transmittance contrast between onand off-state. The comb in the diffracted beam will then be Doppler-shifted by the value of the AOM carrier frequency
If the same AOM is used for pulse picking, an AOM carrier frequency can be chosen, fulfilling what we call the synchronicity condition
with an integer number u and the (integer) pulse picking factor p . If this condition is met, the frequency comb from Eq. (2) becomes
After the pulse picking process a new (reduced) output pulse repetition frequency (4) is shifted by plus / minus u lines but is maintaining the original CEO f . For preservation of CE phase stability, it is essential that CEO f will not be altered during the pulse picking process.
The newly generated CE offset phase can now be defined as
For CEO 0 f = this means that there will be no pulse-to-pulse phase slip or, in other words, the CE offset phase will remain at 
Thus, if the ratio p a takes an integer value, the pulse-to-pulse phase slip is effectively cancelled out.
Regarding the synchronicity condition from Eq. (3), with a given pulse picking factor p the best choice for the integer u is when the AOM carrier frequency RF f becomes close to the AOM nominal carrier frequency RF_NOM f . This ensures a sound functionality of the AOM transducer electronics and in case of fiber-coupled AOMs an optimum coupling due to the mutual dependence between AOM carrier frequency, angle of incidence and diffraction efficiency [14] . Maybe the most elegant interpretation of Eq. (3) is to choose the AOM carrier frequency as an integer multiple of the pulse repetition frequency RF REP f n f = , which perforce fulfills the synchronicity condition and, most importantly, it does so independently of the pulse picking factor p .
The origin of the AOM-induced pulse amplitude noise is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which shows the basic principle of generating the electronic AOM driver signal leading to pulse peak power fluctuations. The gating signal (timed to the input pulse train) with frequency REP REP f f p * = and the AOM carrier signal with a frequency RF f are mixed to produce the pulse picking AOM driver signal. Typically, a local RF oscillator is generating the AOM carrier frequency RF f with no correlation to either the laser oscillator pulse repetition frequency REP f , or the gating signal frequency. This results in a phase difference φ Δ between two adjacent acoustic compression wave packets. This phase difference effectively causes a diffraction efficiency modulation and, therefore, an amplitude modulation of the picked output pulse train. This becomes particularly pronounced when pulses are picked from a high-repetition-rate pulse train, where the gating signal has to be extremely short with just a few cycles left for the AOM carrier signal to generate a moving acoustic compression wave at the piezo-electric transducer. Due to the relatively slow speed of sound in the AOM medium (e.g. 4250 ms −1 for TeO 2 ), these travelling acoustic compression wave packets are as short as just a few tens of µm, explaining the need for small beam waists. 
which represents an asynchronicity that consistently leads to a non-zero phase difference
As it will be shown in Section 3, the difference frequency RF f Δ can be seen as an amplitude modulation in the RF spectrum when analyzing the pulse train.
To summarize the basic idea of this work, two major drawbacks related to travellingwave-type AOM-based pulse picking, namely loss of CE phase stability and added pulse amplitude noise, can be overcome by choosing an REP f -synchronized condition for the AOM carrier frequency RF f as stated in Eq. (3).
Experimental setting
To experimentally verify the main statements of the argument described above, an experiment was set up as schematically shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . Schematic experimental setup of the Yb-doped fiber amplifier with implemented AOM pulse picking scheme (PM, power meter; PD, photodiode; DO, digital oscilloscope; RFA, radio frequency analyzer; BS, beam splitter; DM, dichroic mirror; AOFS, acousto-optic frequency shifter; AOM, acousto-optic modulator).
The initial REP f = 73.8-MHz repetition frequency train of 6-fs pulses with an average power of 520 mW was generated by a commercially available Ti:sapphire oscillator (rainbow CEP4, Femtolasers). The system is equipped with a feed-forward type CE phase stabilization unit ( CEO 0 f = ) realized by an acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS) [19] . The >1020-nm part of the emitted spectrum (200 µW of average power, 3.4 pJ of pulse energy) is used to seed a multi-stage Yb-doped fiber amplifier system, including a travelling-wave-type pulse picking AOM with a nominal carrier frequency of RF_NOM f = 230 MHz. For demonstration purposes, a pulse picking factor of 2 p = was chosen, resulting in an overall amplification factor of 450 (for the average power) and 900 (for the pulse energy), generating a 3.1-nJ pulse train with >110 mW of output power. By using the AOM −1st diffraction order for the picked pulses, an inherently high suppression of the blocked pulses was observed by analyzing the time trace with a fast photodiode (rise time <70 ps). Taking into account the 8-bit limited dynamic range of the digital oscilloscope, the measurement of pulse peak to noise floor level revealed no residual pulses in between the down-picked pulse train indicating a suppression of the blocked pulses of >20 dB.
According to Eq. (3), the synchronicity condition for the AOM carrier frequency is reached for RF 221.45 MHz f = , which is three times REP f (with 6 u = ). Since every second pulse is blocked, a gating duty cycle of ~50 percent was chosen, resulting in a gating time of ~13 ns. With this gate width, and the stated carrier frequency, an acoustic compression wave packet consists of less than three AOM carrier cycles, making this particular setting especially prone to causing peak power fluctuations as long as no synchronization is utilized.
CE phase stability
In a first experiment, the CE phase stability was investigated after the REP f -synchronized AOM carrier frequency was applied to the pulse picking process. In the case at hand, a direct measurement of the CE phase noise spectral density with an f-2f-interferometer was not possible, since the spectral bandwidth of the amplified pulse train was only about 10 nm around 1030 nm and the pulse peak power was not yet high enough for spectral broadening and frequency doubling. For these reasons an indirect method to evaluate CE phase stability was carried out, as schematically shown in Fig. 3 .
Both arms of the split oscillator output were CE phase stabilized using two AOFS: one for the >1020-nm signal arm as also depicted in Fig. 2 , and another for the almost octavespanning spectrum around 800 nm. By means of a matched delay line, the CE phase-stable pulses of the 800-nm and 1030-nm signal arms were spatially and temporally overlapped on a fast photodiode. To enable a frequency-resolved measurement, the signal was shifted out of the baseband by a 10-MHz detuning of the 800-nm AOFS carrier frequency. To directly extract the phase noise out of the beat note detection, the measured photodiode signal was mixed with the 10-MHz signal used for detuning, low-pass filtered at 1.9 MHz and sampled with a digital oscilloscope. The (one-sided) power spectral density (PSD) and the integrated PSD of this signal were calculated and plotted in Fig. 4 .
This measurement shows the phase noise jitter of the relative optical frequencies of the two combs caused by the pulse picking scheme, by amplification and by the delay stage. The integrated PSD of <25 mrad for frequencies from 1 kHz to 500 kHz marks the upper limit to this added noise as it includes the noise floor of our detection setup itself. Fig. 4 . Noise spectral density (grey) and integrated phase noise (black) extracted from the beat note between the 800-nm and the 1030-nm signal arm. Frequency components <1 kHz correspond to mechanical and acoustic noise, high-frequency noise is mainly due to the detection limit (PSD, power spectral density; RMS, root mean square).
Noise contributions below 1 kHz stem predominantly from mechanical vibrations and acoustic noise, since no measures have been taken to actively stabilize the interferometer. In the full range of the measurement (2 Hz-500 kHz) the integrated PSD stays below 38 mrad. The integrated noise level of the oscillator CE phase stabilization is known (<25 mrad for 1 kHz-500 kHz, <30 mrad total [19] ), allowing us to estimate the overall CE phase stability of the system. In the worst case of fully correlated noise, the three noise sources -oscillator, pulse picking scheme, and amplifier -add up to a total integrated PSD of 48 mrad between 1 kHz and 500 kHz and 68 mrad for the full range. In contrast, quasi-random phase differences from shot to shot were observed when a non-synchronized drive frequency was applied to the pulse picker.
This clearly proves that the synchronized AOM pulse picking approach can be applied even to CE phase-stable pulse trains with a minimum impact on residual phase noise. Notably, it represents the lowest phase jitter value ever achieved with a 1030-nm front-end with average output powers >100 mW. This constitutes an important step towards high-power applications, where stable pulse-to-pulse coherence is mandatory [20] .
Amplitude stability
In a second experiment, the influence on the pulse amplitude stability when using a synchronized ( To quantify the amplitude fluctuations, the individual peak heights of altogether 5000 pulses were determined by digitalizing the photodiode signal. The standard deviation P σ as a measure of pulse peak intensity noise could thus be calculated. The results of the photodiode analysis is shown in Fig. 5 . On the left, the time-trace directly shows the positive impact on the pulse amplitude stability of a synchronized AOM carrier (filled grey) as compared to a detuned AOM carrier with RF 
On the right, the analysis of 5000 recorded pulses reveals peak intensity fluctuations within a 135-µs time span.
The respective standard deviation of the pulse amplitude in a pulse picking setup with synchronized AOM carrier was, in our setting, reduced by a factor of more than six compared to the non-synchronized case. Note that the measured standard deviation of 0.46 percent in the synchronized case is likely limited by the measurement precision. With a dwell time of 200 ps and a pulse full-width-at-half-maximum duration of 1.8 ns, the exact pulse peak intensities can be ascertained only with a limited accuracy.
As can be seen in Fig. 6 (left, black line) , deviations of the AOM carrier frequency from the synchronicity condition result in sidebands around the reduced pulse repetition frequency in the RF spectrum of the photodiode signal. The reason can be traced back to the measured AOM driver signal [ Fig. 6 , right-hand side], which reveals a change in the pulse-to-pulse wave packet phase according to Eq. These results should be understood as exemplary, as the degree of improvement in pulse peak intensity noise is strongly dependent on the AOM setting and cannot be generalized. In terms of amplitude stability, even an electronically optimized AOM pulse picking setup (not only for CE phase-stable but for any pulsed laser) will benefit to some extent from the proposed REP f -synchronized AOM carrier scheme. Finally, it should be noted that 0 ϕ Δ = could, in principle, also be attained when a preprogrammed short wave packet would be synthesized electronically each time the AOM gating signal is triggered. For sufficiently high timing precision of the underlying synthesizer, this is equivalent to a phase-coherent RF scheme as described above. However, this alternative approach was not tested so far.
Conclusion
We have introduced and demonstrated a technique utilizing a travelling-wave-type AOM in a high-contrast, high-repetition-rate pulse picking scheme, where pulse peak power fluctuations have to be kept at a minimum. This method can even be used to reduce the pulse repetition frequency of CE phase-stable pulse trains. By using a gating signal and an AOM carrier synchronized to the pulse repetition frequency, the pulse peak intensity noise can be reduced significantly compared to a setting with a freely chosen, non-synchronized AOM driver signal. The difference between synchronized and non-synchronized AOM carrier frequencies can directly be observed in the RF spectrum of the picked pulse train as clearly distinguishable amplitude modulations, adding new lines to the comb. In a proof-of-principle experiment we amplified and at the same time reduced the pulse repetition frequency of the 1030-nm spectral part of an almost octave-spanning Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator equipped with a low-noise feed-forward CE phase stabilization system. A pulse train with an average output power exceeding 100 mW (gain factor 450) and 3.1-nJ pulses (gain factor 900) was generated, while the integrated CE phase noise PSD remained as low as 68 mrad (2 Hz-500 kHz) and 48 mrad (1 kHz-500 kHz), respectively.
The advantage of the proposed pulse picking technique via synchronized AOM carrier frequency becomes obvious, when subsequent applications demand CE phase stable, downpicked pulse trains in the multi-MHz range. In this case, Pockels cells cannot be applied due to limiting piezoelectric ringing effects and alternative techniques, like optical switching, might be beyond the scope of most experiments.
The setup demonstrated here constitutes a one-of-a-kind front-end for high-repetition-rate field-sensitive pump-probe experiments. Most prominently, the 1030-nm CE phase-stable output can be readily amplified using Yb-based power amplifiers to the power level necessary for efficient time compression via nonlinear spectral broadening and subsequent generation of high harmonics [6, 8, 20, 21] . In this manner, the phase-stable generation of attosecond pulse trains and even of isolated attosecond pulses at multi-MHz repetition rates comes within reach. Together with the availability of the inherently synchronized and CE phase-stable fewcycle pulses from the 800-nm oscillator output, this paves the way to time-resolved photoelectron emission microscopy and spectroscopy experiments [22] . The adjustability of the repetition rate via pulse picking is a necessary prerequisite for avoiding the ambiguity of time-of-flight detection in these experiments.
